NIGERIA’S OMAH LAY RELEASES STUNNING “DAMN” VIDEO
ON SIRE RECORDS
WATCH THE LAGOS-FILMED VISUAL HERE

September 30, 2020 (Los Angeles) – Today, Nigerian Afro-fusion innovator Omah Lay drops the
official video for his brooding breakout single “Damn.” The visuals are dark and princely: dim
facades, gorgeous chairs, a rainbow of ATVs. They fold neatly into the world Omah Lay is building
for himself, where the sounds and signifiers of his homebase of Lagos melt into his taste for
global pop.
Omah Lay knows he’s the future. In the beautifully shot video, he carries an energy of newfound
success, surrounded by friends draped in designer and dripping confidence. And yet, “Damn” is
irresistibly inviting—the production equipped with booming bass and bubbly instrumentation
where Omah Lay croons about a woman who’ll love him through thick and thin. The song’s
textured arrangements amplify the sounds of Lagos, where a fertile Afro-pop scene has been
turning heads internationally for years. The 23-year-old is in this community’s vanguard and
poised for bigger success.
Growing up in Nigeria's industrial Port Harcourt, Omah Lay has long been driven to make his mark
on the world. The “Damn” video is his first release via Sire Records and his latest step toward
inevitable Stateside spillover. “Damn” is from Omah Lay’s breezy Get Layd EP, which also houses
fan-favorite singles like the glowing “Bad Influence," upbeat "Lo Lo," which has generated over 5.1
million YouTube views, and tender “You,” which has over 2.3 million views. The songs showcase
an artist made for the current genre-less, border-hopping moment.

DOWNLOAD PHOTO HERE [COURTESY OF KEYQAAD]

ABOUT OMAH LAY
With his darkly sparkling vocals, evocative storytelling, and contagious rhythms, Omah Lay is
quickly becoming one of Nigeria’s most talked-about musical innovators. The 23-year-old singer
and producer’s brand of Afro-fusion effortlessly pulls from his deep personal history with West
Africa’s percussion-heavy highlife genre, as well as his enthusiasm for the popular sounds of his
generation—from classic rap to the Afro-beats empire flourishing in his home base of Lagos.
Throughout his inventive Get Layd EP, his lithe voice unravels tales that range from introspective
to romantic to gratifyingly explicit, expertly laid over lush and soulful instrumentals. Layered with
vivid scenarios and heartfelt confessions, Omah Lay’s rich music not only depicts a young man
daring to reveal his grittiest vices and innermost feelings, but also doubles as a fascinating
window into Afro-fusion’s bright and expansive future.
FOLLOW OMAH LAY
Instagram | Twitter | YouTube
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